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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Shape Taller 2-dimensional Triangle

Smaller Square Shorter Size

1. __________ - the form or outline of an object

2. __________ - having a length or height that is less than that
of another object

3. __________ - how small or big something is

4. __________ - having a size that is less than that of another
object

5. __________ - a figure with 4 sides that are the same length

6. __________ - having a height that is greater than that of
another object

7. __________ - a figure with three straight sides

8. __________ - lying on a plane; flat
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Shape Taller 2-dimensional Triangle

Smaller Square Shorter Size

1. Shape - the form or outline of an object

2. Shorter - having a length or height that is less than that of
another object

3. Size - how small or big something is

4. Smaller  - having a size that is less than that of another
object

5. Square - a figure with 4 sides that are the same length

6. Taller - having a height that is greater than that of another
object

7. Triangle - a figure with three straight sides

8. 2-dimensional - lying on a plane; flat
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